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BIDBIRD

Launched in mid-2020, Trevor Pan created BidBird to transform the

exhaustive process that construction professionals use to collect bids.

Pan, a Registered Architect from the Frank Lloyd Wright School of

Architecture, has also seen first-hand how some construction platforms

charge users outrageous fees with no quality results. 

After learning how to code, Pan knew that the hunt for competitive

bids needed innovative but straightforward auction technology. And

so, BidBird became the first construction materials marketplace where

industry professionals can reach lucrative markets, without depleting

their bank accounts (or their dignity). 

As a nationwide construction marketplace, BidBird connects contractors,

building owners, suppliers, and manufacturers through one-round blind

auctions (minimum $3,500 job value). 

Buyers post their construction material needs. Suppliers bid to win

orders. With just one post, construction professionals collect multiple,

competitive proposals in a seamless platform. 

When the auction closes, materials can be picked up or shipped,

including the option for holding at a BidBird Depot.

BLIND BIDS. BIG WINS.
NO COLLUSION.

TREVOR PAN, FOUNDER
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CHIRP!

- BidBird's digital product catalog for manufacturers.NEST 

Unlimited annual product uploads that cost manufacturers 92%
less than the main competitor.
Manufacturers control up-to-date product specs for Buyers &
Bidders to select for their jobs.
Ability for manufacturers to see where their products are needed in
real-time, as well as their competitors'.

                                 - BidBird is the first construction platform to partner
with warehouse owners. Warehouse owners designate their space as a
BidBird Depot, allowing secure placement for materials nationwide.

BIDBIRD DEPOT  

Manufacturers & suppliers can use a BidBird Depot to securely get
their products into new markets.
Eliminates unused space for warehouse owners.
Offers on-demand order staging so that manufacturers & suppliers
aren't tied to a lengthy lease.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bidbird/
https://twitter.com/_bidbird?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcLyXCVgHUZUDMpRJ9-iCpQ
https://twitter.com/_bidbird
https://bidbird.co/
https://bidbird.co/images/press/pdf/NYT_BidBird_Dropbox.pdf
https://www.arizcc.com/post/bidbird-takes-flight-for-construction-professionals-nationwide
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/avoid-price-gouging-rebuilding-aftermath-111700860.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/avoid-price-gouging-rebuilding-aftermath-111700860.html
https://tucson.com/business/bidbird-launches-new-high-tech-construction-materials-bidding-application/article_8258bded-f477-51e6-b1c6-ebb11aa67cdf.html

